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Berkeley, California 
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ABSTRACT 

The Brookhaven National Laboratory' s 20-inch hydrogen 
+ bubble chamber was exposed to a separated K -meson beam. Cross 

sections for the inelastic processes at 1. 96 BeY/ c are measured. 

The inelastic processes are dominated by the production of two 
-:c 

resonances, the I = 1/2 K-1r resonance (K. ), and the I = 3/2 pion-
:~. 

nucleon resonance (N ). 

The four -particle state is dominated by the simultaneous pro

duction of these two resonances. Experimental evidence is presented 

which indicates that the one -pion exchange dominates this reaction 

for momentum transfers as high as 25m
2 

We can calculate the 
1T 

observed cross section by including a form factor in the one-pion-

exchange calculations. 

The three -particle state is also dominated by the production 
* >:C ,~ 

of either the K of N . Production of the N cannot proceed via the 

one -pion exchange. Experimental evidence is presented which in

dicates that this process proceeds via the exchange of a vector meson. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the first results of the early p-p annihilation studies 

was that the average pion multiplicity exceeded the predictions of the 

statistical model. It was then conjectured that one way in which the 

pion multiplicity could be reconciled to the statistical model was by 

the existence of 'TT-'TT resonances which could reduce the observed 

multiplicity. 
1 

At the same time it was also speculated that the form 

factors observed in the electron-scattering experiments were like

wise the result of 'TT-'TT resonances. 
2 

Thus, in 1960 several research 

groups made a determined effort to discover the 'TT-'TT resonances in 

the pion spectrum of the p-p annihilations and in the pion spectrum 

produced by inelastic pion interactions. 

In a period of three years, resonances have been discovered 

not only between pions, but also between all known strongly inter

acting particles. Thus the list of elementary particles has been ex

tended from ten particles to include 45 resonant states of various 
3 

charge, spin, and strangeness. The measurement of the quantum 

numbers of these resonances and the search for additional resonances 

accounts for a major portion of current research in elementary

particle physics. 

Along with the discovery of the resonant states some progress 

has also been made in the study of the dynamics of the production of 

these states. One of the most interesting is the peripheral model, in 

which the reaction is considered to be dominated by the exchange of 

the least massive particle between the colliding particles, subject to 

the conservation laws of strong interactions. 
4 

It might be expected 

that the inelastic processes which produce the resonances in the final 

state would not behave in the same manner as elastic scattering. The 

least massive strongly interacting particle is the pion. For elastic 

meson scattering, however, the one-pion exchange is forbidden by 

parity and angular-momentum considerations at the pion vertex. For . 
elastic nucleon and antinucleon scattering, the pseudoscalar coupling 

of the pion to the nucleon requires the one -pion-exchange contribution 
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to vanish in the forward direction. Thus, if the one -pion exchange 

is to play a dominant role in any physical process, it is the inelastic 

processes to which one must look. 

In this dissertation we discuss mainly the inelastic processes 
:>:C * leading to the production of two resonances, the K and theN . The 

reactions we consider were produced by 1.96-BeV/c K+ mesons ln

teracting with hydrogen in the 20-inch Brookhaven National Laboratory 

bubble chamber. The resonances are observed in reactions leading 

to single ·pion production and double pion production. 

Earlier results of this experiment have enabled us to show 

that the four-body final state is dominated by the production of a 

* double-resonant final state and also to determine the spin of the K 

to be 1. 5 
We now use the observed al~gnment in the angle between 

+ + )~ 
the incoming K and the outgoing K in the K rest frame as an ana4 

lyzer to investigate the dynamics of the reaction. We find that the 

reaction can be described by the one-pion-exchange model. To fit 

the data, however, we must introduce into the theoretical model a 

form factor dependent upon momentum transfer. 

The three-body final states do not appear to be as simple as 

the four- body final states. We find no evidence for the same align

ment in the K):~ rest frame as we observed in the four-body final states. 
_,_ 

In the three-body final state, the N.,., cannot be produced by the one-

pion exchange because of angular-momentum and parity considerations 

at the KK1r vertex. For these events we find evidence for the ex

change of a vector meson. 

In section II we discuss the experimental arrangement and 

procedures used for the scanning, measurement, and analysis of the 

events. In section III we discuss the analysis of the data to obtain 

the partial cross sections and the analysis of the final states for the 

three-body and four-body final states. Finally, in section IV we 

calculate the cross sections by using the one-pion-exchange model as 
6 

formulated by the Salzmans. 
... :>::: ~~ 

Our results on the meson exchange in the reaction K + p-. K + N 

and on the vector-meson exchange in the reaction Kt + p _,.. K 0 t N)~ have 

been reported in the literature. 
7 

• 8 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND DATA ANALYSIS 

A. Beam De sign 

The experiment was carried out with the 20-inch hydrogen 

bubble chamber at Brookhaven National Laboratory in the Brookhaven

Yale beam of the alternating-gradient synchrotron (AGS). The beam 

layout and design have been described in the literature~ 9 and we shall 

give only a brief description of the beam and the procedure used to 

retune the beam to the desired momentum. 

The beam is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The first stage, 

the transport section, has two primary functions. It demagnifies the 

target, focusing the image on slit 2 1 which serves as a source for the 

remaining part of the beam, and also gives a rough momentum deter

mination for the beam. The next two stages consist of velocity 

spectrometers BS1 and BS2, and the associated quadrupole optics. 

Slit 3 serves as a mass-resolution slit at the end of the first separ

ation stage. At the beginning of the second separation stage, precise 

momentum definition is obtained by virtue of a large -angle deflection 

of the beam. The fourth slit serves as a momentum-defining and 

mass -resolution slit. The final stage is a beam-shaping section to 

shape the image to fill the chamber. 

The beam was tuned by means of counters near the final mass 

slit. The system was tuned by setting the magnetic field of the first 

velocity spectrometer and then varying the field of the second velocity 

spectrometer. The second spectrometer is used as an analyzer, and 

by taking counting rates as a function of the field of the second spec

trometer 1 one can study the image width and the separation of the 

beam. Figure 2 shows the steps in the tuning procedure. In Fig. 2a 

we have peaked spectrometer 1 to transmit pions. In Fig. 2b we have 

increased the field in BS1; as a result the pion transmission is de

creased and the kaon transmission begins to appear as a shoulder on 

the pion peak. Figure 2c shows the operating conditions. From the 

tuning curves, we estimate the pion contamination to be less than 3%. 
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B. Scanning and Measurement 

A total of 20 000 frames was exposed to a L 96 -BeY/ c separated 

K+ beam. It was found that by scanning the film twice we could achieve 

essentially 100o/o efficiency for the various final states. All tracks 

that interacted were then sketched and classified topologically. When 

it was desired to examine a selected topological event type, the sketch 

cards were selected and the events were measured on a digitized 

measurement machine (the Franckenstein), which punched the pro

jected x and y coordinates for each track of an event on an IBM card. 

By measuring each track in two stereoscopic views, we could spatially 

reconstruct the track on an IBM 7090 computer, and each track mo

mentum could be obtained from the curvature measurements. 
10 

The events were constrained to lie within a selected fiducial 

volume in the center of the chamber 38 em long and 14 em wide, and 

were then subjected to a kinematical analysis by the least-squares 

kinematical fitting routine GUTS, which is the main part of the pro

gram KICK. An attempt was made to fit all possible configurations 1n 

the final state as each track was given all possible interpretations. 

The output was then examined by a physicist at the scanning table. To 
2 

be accepted, an event had to satisfy two criteria. Its x value had to 

be within predetermined limits(.(: 1% confidence limit), a.nd the ob

served ionization had to be consistent with the fitted momentum and 

mass assignment for each track. 

The X 
2 

distributions for the reactions K+ + p ..... K 0 + ;r + + p 
+ + - + and K + p --. K + ;r + ;r + p are given in Fig. 3. For the three-

particle final state, we have used only K 0 ' s that decay via the two

charged-pion decay mode and have been fitted by KICK at the decay 

vertex. Both curves, therefore, are four-constraint fits, and the 
2 2 

mean value of the X should be four. The average X values are 6 

for the four-body final state and 4.9 for the three-body final state. 

This indicates that the errors were underestimated by 22.5% and 10. 7o/o 

for the four-body and three-body final states, respectively. The curves 

in Fig. 3 are for a theoretical X 
2 

distribution which has been calcu

lated with a scale factor of [ 1/1.22 5] 
2 

and [ 1/1.107] 2 
for the four-

body and three- body final states, respectively. 
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K+ + p -+K+ + 1r- + 1r+ + p, with (x2) = 6.0. 
Curve (bl is for the reaction K+ + p -+ K 0 + 1T+ t p, 
with (x ) = 4.9. 
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We have also used the three-body final state to obtain an 

estimate of the resolution of the experiment. To do this, we have 

deleted any information on the K 0 and fitted the decay pions at the 

production vertex. This gives a four-constraint fit. We have then 

calculated the invariant mass of the decay pions. The mean weighted 

value is 499.0 ± 0. 2 MeV. The error quoted is statistical only. We 

then proceeded to delete the iT from the fitting procedure. The fit 

in this case is for one constraint. The mean weighted value for the 

one -constraint fits is 498.0 ± 0. 5 MeV. Again the quoted error is 

statistical only. In Fig. 4 we show the mass distributions. The 

curves are fitted Gaussian curves. The central mass for the fittef 

Gaussian is found to be 498.5 MeV for the four-constraint fits and 

500.7 MeV for the one -constraint fits. The full width at half max-

imum is 7.4 MeV for the four -constraint fits and 21.8 MeV for the 

one -constraint fits. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Experimental Cross Sections 

The total beam path length in the bubble chamber was determined 

from the number of 11 T-like 11 decays. A r-like decay is defined as a 

decay that has three charged particles in the final state (i.e., T 

mesons and K+ decays with Dalitz pairs). The branching ratio for 

this mode of decay is 0.061.
11 

The path length can be determined 

from the relation 

1 
L = T 

cp 
M c t N, 

whe~e f is the "r-like" decay branching ratio, p is the beam mo

mentum in BeY/ c, M is the K+ -meson mass in BeY, t is the K+

meson lifetime, and N is the number of observed T-like decays. 

We observe 290 decays and find a total path length of 6. 9 ± 0.4 X 10
6 

This is equivalent to a cross section of 3.88 j.Lb/event. 
12 

em. 

The manner of determining the total number of events varied 

with the topology of the final state. To discuss this, we define three 

classes of events: 

(a) events with four charged particles in the final state, 

(b) events with two charged particles in the final state which are 

accompanied by the decay of a neutral Y 0 , 

(c) events with only two charged particles in the final state. 

Events in class (a) are the result of a complete double scan 

and analysis of the film. Each event has been examined by a physicist, 

and the results of the kinematical fitting are consistent with the ion

ization observed on the scan table. 

Events in class (b) are also the result of a complete double 

scan and analysis of the film. The neutral Y 0 was first fitted to the 
0 + - 0 -decay modes K --+ TT + TT and· A -+ TT + p. No events were found 

which fit the lambda decay mode. As a result, we can set an upper 

limit on the cross section for the reaction K+ + p .-. K+ + K+ + A 0
• 

The dominating final state was found to be K 0
TT + p, and we have used 

the K~ mode of decay into two charged pions to obtain the total cross 

sectiOllls. 
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To use the K1 mo1e of decay into two charged pions to calculate 

the cross section, we must introduce two corrections: 

1. A correction for the fact that only 1/3 of all K 0 mesons decay 

via charged pions in the K1 mode. To obtain the total number of K0 

mesons produced, the observed sample must be multiplied by a factor 

of 3. 

2. A geometric correction. We must consider the probability that 

the K1 may not decay in the chamber, the chamber ~eing of finite 

dimensions. This probability depends on the momentum P of the K1 
and the potential path length of the K1 from its production v~rtex to 

the limits of the fiducial volume along its flight path L. The proper 

time that the K1 spends in the bubble chamber is 

L 
T = 

Pc c 

and the probability that it will decay inside the fiducial volume is 

p =1-e-T/To, 
D 

where T 
0 

= 0.88 X 10-
10 

sec is the K~ lifetime. 
13 

Each event was 

divided by this. probability. All distributions were examined with 

and without this weighting factor. No correlation between the weight

ing factor and any physical variable was noted. The average correc

tion was 15%. In Fig. 5 we show the lifetime distribution for the 

corrected number of events. 

Events in class (c) are the result of a double scan of the fili:n, 

but have .been only partially analyzed. Events in this category can be 

either elastic, which can be kinematically fitted with four constraints, 

or inelastic, which must be kinematically fitted with only one con

straint. Since the one-constraint fits usually give ambiguities in the 

fitted events, we must rely on the ionization to distinguish the final 

states. To do this we have selected several rolls of film in which 

the ionization appears to be ''i!ieal. " To a large extent this is based 

on the experience gained in analyzing the events in classes (a) and (b). 
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In these selected rolls, the events were measured and processed by 

the kinematical fitting programs. The results of the computer a.naJ

~sis_; were then used by a physicist at the scanning table to select the 

proper final state. 

To determine the cross section for events in class (c), we have 

normalized the number of events in that class that fit the final state 

K+ + p ,.... K 0 + 1T + + p to the c::cG>·s;s; section determined from the events 

in class (b). In order to use this event type we must subtract the 

number of K1 that decay in the two-charged-pion decay mode outside 

the chamber and also must divide the number of events by the prob

ability that an event will produce a K0 that will not decay via the K1 
two-charged-pion decay mode in the chamber. The correction for the 

number of K1 is based on the average correction found for the class (b) 

events. It was necessary to subtract 10 events from the number found 

in class (c). 

The inelastic cross sections are given in Table I. 

Table I. Cross sections observed for the K+ p interaction at 1. 96 BeV/c. 

Reaction product 

a total. 

Cross section 
(mb) 

7.6±1.0 

4.6 ± 0.6 

2.0±0.3 

1.6 ± 0. 3 

1.7±0.2 

1.3±0.2 

0.33±0.1 

-0.2 

""0.1 

0.05±0.02 

0.02±0.01 

0.01±0.006 

.:so. 01 

19.5±2.1 
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B. Double Pion Production 

In order to study the two-pion production in the reaction 
+ + - + K + p --. K + 'IT + 'IT + p, we find it convenient to present the data m 

a phase-space triangle. The details of such a triangle are discussed 

in Appendix A. The three possible pairings of the particles in the 

final state are shown in Figs. 6, 7, and 8. In Fig. 6 we see direct 
!l!c :~ 

evidence for the domination of the reaction by the K and N reso-

nances. We also note that if we define events with the invariant mass 
- '+ * of the 'IT and the K between 840 and 940 MeV as being within the K 

resonance, and events with the invariant mass of the 'IT+ and the proton 

between 1130 and 1300 MeV as being within theN* resonance, 64% of 

the events lie within the double resonance. Figure 7 corresponds to 

observing a deviation of approximately 10% from phase space in the 

N~.co channel. We see no evidence for existence of any resonance in 

the isospin 3/2 of the K-'IT system, and thus confirm the earlier results, 

which had indicated a value of 1/2 for the isospin of the K* resonance. 
14 

Figure 8 shows no evidence for production of the p 0 meson, which is 

restricted by phase space. There is no evidence for any resonance' in 
+ the K p I= 1 state. It is noteworthy that production of the resonances 

.. , ..... ... 
in the K ... N .... system does not produce any deviation from phase space 

in the other channels, which reflects the nonexistence of any strong 

resonances between the other particle pairs within the kinematic limits 

of this experiment. 

* The domination of this final state by the K (I= 1/2) and 

N~:<(I = 3/2) is also confirmed by examining the other charge modes for 

double pion production. The final states are listed in Table II, along 

with the observed number of events and the number predicted by 

assuming that the final state is a pure mixture of isotopic spin 3/2 

for the 'IT-N system and 1/2 for the TI-K system. The results indicate 

that the final state is completely dominated by the production of the 

two resonances. 

In an earlier result of this experiment, 5 we determined the 
::<: 

spin of the K to be 1 by performing an Adair analysis on those events 
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Table II. Distribution of events in the four -particle final state. 

Final state Events Events Percent in Percent pre-
observed corrected final state dieted by pure 

K:~~N':~ final state 

+ - + K 1T p1T 425 425 52.4 52.9 

Ko1rop1T + 103 309 38.1 38.2 

K 0 1r+n1r+ 26 78 9.5 8.9 

within the double-resonance region for which the cosine of the pro-
~c: 

duct ion angle of the K is greater than 0. 8. Spin 1 was as signed be-

cause the observed angular distribution of the K+ from the K':~ decay 

was consistent with a pure cosine-squared distribution. Since Alston 

et al. 
14 

had previously offered evidence that the K'~ spin must be less 

than 2, it is clear that the spin must be 1 and that we are observing 

an alignment in the m = 0 state. The observed alignment of the K+ 
~c: z 

from the K decay can be understood by noting that, at the energy of 

this experiment, the Adair angle does not differ greatly from the 
+ + * K. - K t angle in the rest frame of the K . The observed alignment 
1n ou 

results from the scattering of the kaon by another spinless particle. 

Since both particles are spinless, we cannot define any other axis ex

cept the incoming direction, and the scattering is completely specified 

by P
1 

(cos 8). The most reasonable explanation, then, would be that 

the reaction is dominated by the one-pion exchange. 

A test of the one-pion exchange was proposed by Treiman and 

Yang 
15 

and is .illustrated in Fig. 9. The test is made in a reference 

frame in which one of the particles in the initial state is at rest. The 

angle <j> is defined by 

and 

-1 
<I> :::: cos 
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Fig. 9. Treiman- Yang test. (a) Defined for the diagram 
at the top of the figure. (b) After parity inversion. 
(c) After rotation about the y axis. 
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and ~s illustrated in Fig. 9a. Since the intermediate particle is spin

less, the distribution in <j> must be isotropic. Figure 9b shows .the 

same case after parity inversion. To compare it with case (a), we 

must rotate the system 180 deg about the y axis, as shown in (c). It 

is clear that since strong interactions are invariant under parity 

inversion, we need examine only the angular distribution from, 0 to 

180 deg. 

In Fig. 10 we show the Treiman- Yang test for our data as 

performed in the laboratory system and in the rest frame of the in

coming K+. The shaded part corresponds to the double-resonant 

region we have previously defined. As can be seen, all distributions 

are consistent with being isotropic. It should be bornei_ in miri.d:that 

the Treiman- Yang test is a necessary, but not sufficient, test of the 

one -pion-exchange model. 

To test the one -pion-exchange model, we have studied the 
+ >:< 

virtual scattering angle of the K in the K rest frame, a., as a 

function of the momentum transfer for the events in the double-

resonant region. The distribution is shown in Fig. 11. The striking 

feature is that the distribution can be fitted by a pure cosine -squared 
2 

term for momentum transfers as great as 25 m Beyond this limit 
1T 

the distribution approaches isotropy. In Fig. 12 we also examine the 

virtual scattering angle of the pion at the N>:< vertex. Here the dis

tribution is expected to be 1 + 3 cos 2~. where ~ is the scattering 

angle. The data in this case are not conclusive. Although they are 

consistent with the predicted distribution shown on the graph, they 

are also consistent with being isotropic. 
,~ 

Therefore, using the K as an analyzer and examining the 
+ >'C 

virtual scattering angle of the K in the K' rest frame, we conclude 
+ * >',( that the reaction K + p _.,. K + N is completely consistent with the 

2 
one-pion-exchange model for momentum transfers as high as 25m . 

1T 
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Fig. 10. Treiman- Yang test for the experimental data. 
(a) In the laboratory system. (b) In the rest system 
of the inGoming K+. 
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C. Single -Pion Production 

At 1. 96 BeV / c, single -pion production by K+ mesons can pro-

ceed by three channels: 

(a) + K + p ....... K 0 + + 
'IT + p, 

(b) K+ + p-+ K+ + 'ITO + p, 

(c) K++p-K++ + 
'IT + n. 

In Fig. 13 we show the Dalitz plots for the three reactions. 

For reaction (a) we have shown only events not accompanied by K~ 

decay into two charged pions. Reactions (a) and (b) can proceed via 
* . * K + N production or via K + N production. Reaction (c) can proceed 

:::::: 
only via K + N production. The domination of the resonances in the 

pion production is shown clearly in the Dalitz plots. 

To examine this in more detail we limit the discussion to 

reaction (a), for which we have the largest number of events. In 

Fig. 14 we combine the events from the previous figure with the events 

that gave a charged-pion mode of decay for the K~. 

In Fig. 15 we show the distribution of the production angle for 

'!T-N mass combinations in theN,:~ resonance limits and for '!T-K mass 
:::c 

combinations in the K resonance limits. We have not at this point 

attempted any separation of the events in the interference region of 

the resonances; hence, some events appear in both distributions. 

* Peaking of the resonances in the forward direction for the K (or 

backward for theN>!<) indicates that the resonances are produced 

peripherally and may proceed via a one-particle-exchange mechanism 

as indicated on the diagrams above the figure. If the reaction does 

proceed via the single-particle exchange, then theN>!< production may 

* differ from the K production, since the one -pion exchange is for-

bidden owing to parity considerations at the K+- K 0 vertex, whereas 
~.c 

it is allowed for K production. 
>:C 

To examine this further we have attempted to separate the K 
:::c 

events from the N events in the interference region. Examin!:.,ng;1the 

Dalitz plot for this reaction. Fig. 14, we see no constructive inter

ference between the two processes. The number of events in the 

interference region appears to be a linear superposition of the events 
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in each resonance band. The distribution of the production angle of 

the pion is given in Fig. 16 for .the three regions, the interference 

region and each of the resonance regions minus the interference 

region. It is seen that the production-angle distribution of a pion 

* produced with a K is peaked in the forward direction, while the 
~:c 

production-angle distribution of a pion associated with an N is peaked 

in the backward direction. Therefore, we have assigned the particles 
~!<: ~:c 

in the interference region to the K or the N region, based on whether 

the pion goes backward or forward, and on the proximity to the nominal 

resonance central value. In the subsequent histograms, the shaded 

area shows the result of subtracting such events. 

In Figs. 17 and 18 we show the Treiman- Yang test for K':~ and 
~:c 

N production, with the peripheral diagram above the distribution. 
~c 

The significant point is that although the K distribution exhibits at 

most a slight deviation from an isotropic distribution, the N':~ distribu

tion shows a strong deviation. The distribution may be fitted by 

2 
f(<j>) = a + b cos (<j>) + c cos (<j>). 

Performing a least-squares fit to the data, we find 

The observed alignment indicates the exchange of a vector 

meson. Since the exchanged meson must be charged, the nearest pole 

would be the p meson. Stodolsky and Sakurai have calculated the 
:::c 

Treiman- Yang distribution based on an analogy between N production 

by a virtual photon which is dominated by a pure magnetic -dipole 

transition (M 1 - P 
3

/
2

) and N~~ production by a virtual vector meson. 
16 

They conjecture that the vector-meson-exchange model will also be 

dominated by a pure M1 _.,. P
3

/
2 

transition, and predict values for the 

Treiman- Yang angular distribution of b/a -= 0 and c/a = -0.67. The 

observed values are b/a=-0.08±0.05 and c/a = -0.6±0.13. Similar 

results have also been reported independently by Kehoe for this 

reaction at 910 MeV/c. 
17 

Further analysis of these events is in progress, and the final 

results will be presented at a future time. 
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IV. THE ONE-PION -EXCHANGE MODEL 

The first proposal to utilize single -particle -exchange diagrams 
18 

was made by Chew and Low. They proposed measurement of cross 

sections normally unavailable to the experimenter (e. g. , .'Tf-'Tf, e -'Tf, 

etc. ) by employing the physical principle of the existence of poles in 

the S matrix corresponding to the exchange of single-particle inter

mediate states. 

Several authors subsequently proposed that the single -particle

exchange pole would probably also dominate the reaction when the pole 

is close to the physical region. 
4 

The Salzmans emphasized that the 

virtual pion behaved as an incoming particle at each vertex in the rest 

frame of that vertex and formulated the one-pion-exchange model in 

terms of virtual or off-the-mass-shell cross sections. The virtual 

cross section was defined as the ratio of the transition probability 

for the virtual interaction to the invariant flux. 

Recently Ferrari and Selleri have studied single-pion pro

duction by nucleon-nucleon interactions and have succeeded in fitting 

the experimental data at several energies by introducing a form 

factor into their single -pion-exchange calculations. 
19 

Berman has 

also calculated the one -pion exchange for the reaction K+ + p -+ K~:c +N 
...... ::~ 

by considering the K.,. and the N as particles and expressing the dif-

ferential cross section as simply the inelastic production of the two 

particles via one-pion exchange. 
20 

In Appendix B we show that this 

is equivalent to the Salzmans' formulation in the limit as the width 

of the resonances becomes smalL 

In the preceding section of this dissertation the results of the 
+ ... . .. 

analysis of the reaction K + p-+ K.,. + N.,. indicated that the one-pion 

exchange dominated the reaction for momentum transfers as high as 

25m
2

. In this section we discuss the one-pion exchange, using the 
'Tf 

formulation of the Salzmans. In the calculation it is clear that by 
:~ ::~ 

taking into account the spin of the K and the N and the virtuality of 

the interaction, we must introduce a function dependent on the mo

mentum transfer to fit the data. 

::C 

/ 
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In Appendix B we show that the total cross section 1s given by 

X 

where K .. is the three-momentum in the ij rest frame, M .. is the 
lJ 2 lJ 

invariant mass of ij, ~ is the square of the four-momentum transfer, 

P. is the momentum of the K+ in the center of mass of the initial 
lU 

state, U is the total center-of-mass energy, and a (M .. , ~ 2 ) is the 
• lJ 

cross section of the virtual reaction for a total energy of M .. and a 
2 lJ 

momentum transfer of~ . The result of the above equation must be 

multiplied by a factor of 2/3 in. order to allow for the neutral decay 
:>~ 

mode of the K . 

In Appendix B we show that as a first approximation the fact 

that the pion is off the mass shell for a p-wave resonance changes the 

momentum dependence of the matrix element. The_refore, following 

the Salzmans 6 and Selleri, 
21 

we have conjectured that the virtual 

scattering cross section is given by 

[ 
off] 2 a (M. ·• ~2)= _P_ 

lJ on 
p 

a (M .. ), 
lJ 

where p
0

ff is the off-the-mass-shell momentum in the ij rest frame, 

p
0

n is the on -the-mass-shell momentum in the ij rest frame, and 

a (M .. ) is the physical cross section for an invariant mass M ... 
lJ . lJ 

We use the Breit-Wigner formula to compute the physical cross 

section. For the width of the resonance, we have used 

r = y, 
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::~ 
where p is the momentum of the pion in the rest system of the K or 

::~ 

N , a is the scattering length, and y is the reduced width. 
):c 22 

The parameters for the N are given by Gell-Mann and Watson. 

For the K):c we have fitted the K+ 'lT- mass distributions. The best-fit 

parameters are 

and 

MK):c = 896 ± 4 MeV, 

a = 0. 8 X 1/m , 
'lT 

y = 18.5 MeV. 

In lieu of the errors on the scattering length, a, and the 

reduced width, y, the boundaries of the shaded area on Fig. 19 cor-
2 

respond to the value of the minimum X plus one. The resonance 

width is consistent with a value of r = 42 ± 5 MeV. 

The cross section calculated by using these conjectures is 

approximately 30 mb, which is to be compared to the observed cross 

section of 1.1 mb. The experimental differential cross section, 

Fig. 20, is peaked in the forward direction, whereas the calculated 

cross section is almost isotropic. 

In order to fit the data with these conjectures, a form factor 

must be introduced. We have chosen the factor 

where A is a parameter to be determined from the experimental 

data, and the integrand in the Salzman equation is multiplied by F
2 

{.6. 
2

). 

The choice of this factor is somewhat arbitrary. We have chosen a 

form similar to the nucleon form factor, which is normalized to one 

when the reaction is on the mass shell. The experimental differential 

cross section along with the calculated differential cross section is 

given in Fig. 20 for a value of A == 3.4 m . 
'lT 

In Fig. 21 we show the mass plots along with the calculated 

curves corresponding to the one-pion exchange plus phase space. 

Agreement with the experimental data is good. 
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It is interesting to examine the data from the original view

point of Chew and Low. 
16 

To do this we rewrite the Salzman equation 

as 

2 2 a (~ , M ) a (~ , MK ) 
'TTP 'TT 

[ 
3 J d O"K++p _,. K~:c + N~:c 

X 
d~2 

dM dM . 
· 'TTP K'TT expenmental 

Such a plot is given for the intervals 865.0 ~ MK* ~ 9'15.0 MeV 

and 1180.0 ~ MN* ~ 1270.0 MeV in Fig. 22. For the small values of 
2 

~ we see that the data are consistent with a linear extrapb1ation to 

the expected value.·. for the product of the cross sections that ia· in:

dicated on the graph. 

The data can also be used to obtain the shape of the form 

factor itself. Since we can write 

we can substitute into the original equation and obtain F(~ 2 ). In 

Fig. 23 we show the data in this representation along with the form 

factor used. We note that, although we can say quite unambiguously 

that a form factor is needed, the data are not overly sensitive to the 

shape of the form factor. It would be interesting to repeat the experi

ment at higher energies, thus lowering the minimum kinematically 
2 

allowed value of~ . These are more sensitive to the spape of the 

form factor. We would also expect that if this form factor has any 

meaning, it would be independent of the energy of the incoming kaon; 

this could be tested by repeating the experiment at several energies. 
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APPENDICES 

A. The Phase-Space Triangle 

In considering the four -particle final state, it was found con

venient to combine the particles into two invariant masses. That is, 

we consider 

+ m2 - m3 + m4 + m5 + m6, 
~~ 

.. M1 M2 

where mi is the rest mass of the particle and Mi is the invariant 

mass of the indicated pair. 

In the M
1 

M
2 

plane the kinematical limits for M
1 

and M
2 

form 

an isosceles right triangle, each side of length U - m
3 

- m 4 - m
5 

- m 6 , 

where U is the total energy, and the hypotenuse is given by M 1 + M 2 = U. 

This is illustrated in Fig. 24. 

The invariant phase space for the reaction is given by
23 

J 
3 3 3 3 

= d p 3 d p 4 d p 5 d p 6 

2w
3 

2w
4 

2w
5 

2w6 

By rewriting the delta function as 

where the two-body phase space is given by 

o(P.-p.-pk). 
l J 
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Using the delta function to integrate over P 1, and using the equations 

p2 
(U2- M2 _ M2)2 -4M

2 
M

2 
1 2 1 2 = 2 

4U 

and 

(U2 - M2 + M2) 
1 2 

w2 = 
2U 

we find 

= 

Therefore, we can express the phase space as 

r 4 (u) = Jr 2 (M 1 l r 2 (M2 l r 2 (u) dMi dM~. 
Here we have used the fact that two-body phase space is given by 

where p. is the rest-frame momentum of the decay products of M .. 
1 1 

B. The One-Pion-Exchange Model 

This appendix is in two parts. In the first part we formulate 

the one-pion-exchange model in the same manner as the Salzmans. 
6 

In the second part we show that in the limit as the widths of the reso

nances become small, the Salzmans 1 equation reduces to that formu

lated by Berman. 

Using the notation in Fig. 25 we see that the matrix element 

f h . . b . 24 or t e 1nteract1on may e wntten as 

2 1/2 

s " (2~) 5 [ 16"'k "'p .. :p "'~+c.>~ -.. J 
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K+ + p __.. K~:~ + N~:~; K~.~ -+ K-F + TI-; N~:~ -+ iT+ + p. 
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where MK and M denote the matrix elements at the K1r and p1r 
1T p1T 

vertices. 

The cross section for the entire reaction is then given by 

a== 

2 
m 

p 
2 2 2 

wp I wK I w - w + (..6. + m ) 1T 1T 1T 

where the subscript 11 av" stands for summing and averaging over the 

final and initial spin states. 

An important observation by the Salzmans was that, since the 

virtual pion is spacelike, the pion behaves kinematically as an almost 

real pion at each vertex in the rest frame of the vertex (in this case 

the K1r or the p1r). We can define, therefore, a virtual scattering 

cross section as the ratio of the virtual transition probability to the 

invariant flux. We have, therefore, 

and 

2 a (M , e:. ) = 
p1T 

3 3 
d p I d p + 6 (P -P I -P +). p 1T p1T p 1T 

Redefining the delta function in the same manner as inAppendix A, we 

may rewrite the cross section as 
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f 
2 2 ' 

4 a {.6. , MK )a {.6. , M ) PK. MK P M 
--...--- rr . prr rr rr prr prr 

(2rr)
4

P .. U (.6.
2 + m 2

)
2 

1~ 'TT' 

X 

Integrating by means of the delta function, we have 

2 fa {.6.2 • MK )a{.6.2, M ) PK M2K p M2 
---,,..-.....;---..,.. rr prr rr rr prr prr 
(2rr)3 p~ u2 (.6.2 + m2)2 

lU 'TT' 

a = 

X dMK . dM d.6. 
2 

rr prr 

To relate the virtual cross section to the physical cross 

section we consider in detail the coupling of the incoming K meson 
i;~ 

and the virtual pion to the K . For simplicity we are concerneq only 

with the coupling at the virtual-pion vertex. The matrix element in ... 
the rest frame of the K'" is proportional to (Pk- P A). e., where we 

' ~ J J 
have written only the space components, as the polarization vector, 
-=- ~:c * 
e, of the K is spacelike in the K rest frame. .The transition prob-

ability has. a term dependent on the momentum in the initial state, 

which in the case of a virtual interaction is given by 

whereas physical scattering is evaluated with .6.
2 

= - m
2

. We con
rr 

jecture that the virtual cross section is related to the physical cross 

section by the relation 
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In computing the 1rp vertex we again work in the rest 
' ~' frame of the N . In this case we write the spin terms of the matrix 

element as a spinor and a four-vector coupled to the spin-3/2 wave 
~~ 

function of the N . This can be written as 

where u 1 and u 2 are the N'~ and proton spinors, respectively, (P p -P .6.) 

represents the relative momenta of the proton and pion in the final 

state, the term in brackets is the spin- 3/2 projection operator, E k is 

* * theN polarization vector, and we have constructed theN wave func-

tion by coupling the spinor to the polarization vector and projected out 

the spin-3/2 part of the N':c. The.:t:r::ansitionipr;a.b~bilitJ)'",LsLp.r;oportional to 

We conjecture that the cross section is related to the physical cross 

section by 

. 2 
a (M , l:!. ) 

<rp [ 
off] 2 = a(M ) _P_ 

1rp on 
p 

[ 
off] 2 a(M ) _P_ . 

1rp on 
p 

As mentioned in the text, we have used Breit-Wigner formulas for the 

physical eros s sections. 
* >:C We now consider the entire reaction to go via the K and N 

resonances. Therefore, for the virtual cross sections we have 
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and 

2 2 
(MN~c-M ) +rN"'c/4 . TTP .. 

2 22 2 2 • 
(-m +(MN*+M ) ) (-m +(MN~:c-M ) ) TT p TT p 

We now consider a very narrow resonance. We rewrite the Breit-Wigner 

formula in the form 

In the limit as r becomes small, the Breit- Wigner formula can be 

replaced by a delta function normalized to the same area: 

lim 
r-e 

1 TT = 

We also. define the coupling constant for the N~:c as 25 

2 
rN* 

2 
gN~:c 3 MN.:c 

-
3 4TT 2 PN* 

' ' * 
The same substit~tions may be made for the K ", 

. 2 2 
o(MN* -M ) • 

TTP 
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Substituting these expressions into the Salzman equation and 

· using the delta functions to perform the integrations over the mass 

spectrum, we have 

X 

where 

2 2 
da 6 ::: 
dn 6 

gK,:< gN* 

S4"iT 4iT 
1 

2 2 2 2 2 22 2 2 
(.6. + (MK':c+MK} J (.6. +(MK':~+MK) J (.6. +(MN,:<+Mp) J (.6. +(MN,:.-Mp) ] 

p. 
1 

MK,:< MK,:<[ -m! + (MN,:<+Mp)
2

] 

S is the square of the total energy, and we have used the substitution 

TT 

This is a formula first derived by Berman, and represents the pro-
::: :~ 

duct ion of the K and N via one -pion exchange. 
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